




Britannia Mine Museum Education Services

              Read the aural histories on the following page with your students. 

              Discuss with your students the two following types of risk:

               1) Risk associated with carelessness or inexperience (worker error)

               2) Risk associated with working conditions

             Ask your class to suggest ways to encourage people to work safer.

              Using the exerpts from the Minister of Mines Annual Reports and the Safety     

              Bo              Bonus plan, discuss how the Company worked to improve safety. 

              Compare the Company’s approach to your class’s suggestions.

             Compare the Reports from the 1930s to the aural history of the 1930s. Do 

              they tell the same story? Discuss why they might differ. Do the same 

              comparison for the 1950s.

The Safety Record













Britannia Mine Museum Education Services

Jack Ross – Began at Britannia in early 1930s

In In my days at Britannia where safety wasn’t practiced too much, it wasn’t done 

unintentionally; it was just something that no one seemed to pay too much attention 

about. If you got hurt, that was just too bad. That’s just the way it was. In my own case, 

I figured I must have used three of my nine lives.  There were two instances where it 

was just by the grace of God that I wasn’t killed.  A rock just missed my head by about a 

foot and another time, a big cave-in in the mine tore out a platform and I was hanging 

by a post for about 20 minutes until someone was able to help me get back out.  If I 

hadnhadn’t hung onto the post I would have fallen down the raise about 200 feet with rocks 

at the bottom.  That was just part of the way of life.

John Jack Davies  - worked at Britannia in 1954

There was a fair amount of danger and a person needed a great deal of care because 

you were always working with so much heavy rock; danger from either falling or 

having things fall on you. People can get careless but it was really good to be careful. I 

would say that probably there was an effort to have reasonable (safety) procedures but 

there is a tendency as time goes by and people doing the same thing day after day, 

week after week perhaps, year after year, a tendency to be slack but also there are 

some things you just can’t get away from. You have pieces of rock come loose and you 

trtry to check every day or quite frequently, to pry anything that is loose down so you 

aren’t working under anything that it is loose but it just isn’t all together predictable 

and it made me realize that mining is a dangerous occupation.

Speaking on Safety
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